
SCADA

What do towering nuclear plants, soft drink bottling facilities, and 

the transportation grid all have in common? They are dependent on 

SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) technology. 

SCADA’s flexible machine-to-machine (M2M) architecture allows 

governments and corporations all over the world to actively gather 

and display information, make real-time changes to machinery, 

and archive valuable data for further analysis.

The evolution of SCADA has unfolded rapidly in the last few years on 

the wings of soaring M2M technological advances. This has created 

an urgency in the market to push for system upgrades that often 

happen only once every decade or so. The adoption of new cloud 

computing devices that power the IoT (Internet of Things) is poised 

to increase system reliability and decrease infrastructure costs.

The Transition from Legacy Networks

When Marshall Electric, a locally owned Industrial Automation and 

SCADA provider in Southern Illinois, needed to convert their existing 

SMS-only remote monitoring stations to newer technology, they knew 

they needed a partner whose products could handle anything, anywhere. 

Marshall Electric was looking to incorporate human machine interface 

(HMI), IoT devices, and smartphones all on a single system that was 

trustworthy enough for critical applications.
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“We had already written software for the controller that would allow remote 

connections through the HMI screen and allow control monitoring from 

the internet,” explains David Camp, Network/Automation Engineer at 

Marshall Electric. “But we needed security, VPN Tunnels, IPv6 ready, 

reliability and more. We started our quest for the right cellular modem.”

A Powerful Solution for Global Enterprise

After testing just a handful of products, it quickly became clear to Marshall 

Electric that there was really only one contender. The Marshall team chose the 

MultiConnect® rCell 100 Series (MTR-LVW2) as their cellular router solution.

The management team at Marshall Electric was laser focused on a solution 

that would meet three important criteria.

Durability

David Camp says: “Our boxes were going to be out in very remote location... 

we wanted something that would stand up to Mother Nature. Built like a brick, 

compact in size!” 

VPN Tunnels

The Marshall Electric team had a demand for several VPN tunnels that 

would be constantly available with dual layers of security. This gives the 

team members peace of mind, because they can update programs on the 

fly without worrying about data loss or being hacked.

Port Forwarding

“We needed to use port forwarding and also have the ability for the router to 

assign local static IPs,” says Camp. “We have several decisions on the LAN 

side that need static IPs along with ports being forward to the internet.”

The MultiConnect® rCell 100 comes ready to deploy and includes free cloud 

device management without the recurrent monthly fees. This allows for 

incredibly quick configuration and over-the-air upgrades. MultiConnect® rCell 

100 o�ers a flexible Web API, that when combined with a robust Ethernet or 

serial network interface, makes it the ideal cellular router for IoT applications.

Superior Service

“Last but not least, their support is top notch!” says David Camp. “They have 

never failed to answer my questions, even if it did not concern their product. 

I can’t say enough about MultiTech. We use the MTR-LVW2 series and will 

continue to do so. We have plans to purchase hundreds more, as we move 

forward into the Industrial Internet of Things. Thank You MultiTech!”
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Benefits
• Easy integration and operation

• Reliable, two-way communication

• Fast, secure data access

• Flexibility to respond to 
   real-time schedule changes
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“Our boxes were 
going to be out 
in very remote 
location... we 
wanted some-

thing that would 
stand up to 

Mother Nature. 
Built like a brick, 
compact in size!”

David Camp, 
Network/Automation Engineer

Marshall Electric


